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incorrectly used our normalization method and highlighted additional concerns with their study.
12
Here, I wish to debunk several untrue or misleading statements made by the authors (hereafter 
15
We will agree to disagree on some aspects, while some claims are just untrue. Scientists 
18
contrasts to theirs. They explain that their original paper focused on "evaluation with different 19 metrics but not downstream analysis". To me, these two go hand-in-hand. Is it even useful to 20 have a metric for a "method" that cannot be used downstream? In particular, the issue of zero 21 counts should not be disregarded and it is not clear how they intend for quantile and lowess 22 normalization to be used in the presence of zero counts. Their claim that "MA plots, and miRNA-23 qPCR comparisons cannot be done with zero counts" is false; special treatment is given to zero 24 counts for MA plots, as described in the edgeR and DESeq R/Bioconductor packages (Anders 
7
ΔΔCts and the R code is available. I welcome an explanation from GS that explains why their 8 analyses is to be trusted and ours is not, since they have not responded to our requests for more 9 information and have not made code available; at the very least, our analyses highlight how 10 sensitive their analyses to the choics made. Lastly, GS claim that we have "subsequently revised" 11 our TMM method. This is also not true; the method, in terms of calculating normalization factors 12 over and above the depth of sequencing, has not changed. We have introduced a convenience 
2
The overwhelming irony here is that, had they followed this example, they would end up with Note 3) . Admittedly, I did not directly show how the 6 adjustment is done; I hoped it was evident from the code. GS state that "We therefore used the 7 normalization factors as described by Robinson and colleagues", but this is incorrect. What "then-8 available information" have GS followed? Amazingly, they have not followed the now-available 
23
However, given that some methods have never been used for sequencing data and do not have a
24
clear path to downstream analysis, an alternative conclusion is that TMM is perhaps among the 25 best methods available. 
11
This requires special care, since the web is awash with old user guides and code that no longer 12 runs correctly. Third and most importantly, data analysts should make code available for all 13 analyses and comparisons, potentially including code to recreate every figure (and table) 
